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Like a snow-white rococo wig, so did the one-time Royal Hungarian Prime
Minister Laszlo Bardossy's hair gleam in the courtroom.' His face was also
pale. Frail as ever, his figure grew even more ethereal after the tribulations and
privations he had undergone during the previous months. On the small table, by
which he was seated, a heap of paper was towering along with a glass of water
and some medicines to strengthen his sickly body if needed.
However his eyes — a mirror of his intellectual character — were bright,
and keenly ranged over the courtroom. He intently listened to what was said in
an effort to anticipate and fathom the dangers hidden in the questions put to him.
Evidently, the stakes were very high. They were much higher than his mere
earthly existence — since he had long realized that he would soon die a violent
death. What was at stake was the very essence of his whole life. All of his
efforts were aimed to demonstrate that — while he admitted to have been
responsible for the tragedy of his fatherland — he had not committed a crime,
still less a series of crimes, and that his responsibility was to be extenuated by
the pressure of powerful external forces which had caused Hungary's tragedy at
the end of World War II.
He could often feel his superiority over his opponents, including the
presiding judge Akos Major (who only a short time earlier had been a judgeadvocate of the Royal Hungarian Military Court), as well as the public and the
political prosecutors. He was more knowledgeable, more informed, and he could
chose his words in a more refined and inventive fashion. He would often take
advantage of his superior language proficiency by using foreign terms and
expressions to confuse the court. True, he was not always successful in this
effort: to his Latin-language citations the presiding judge immediately rejoined in
kind. His English terminological explanations were responded to — to his great
surprise — also in English by the political prosecutor Sandor Szalai.

Sometimes he thought to have found allies among the audience.
Although he did not know and could not know that, often, the presiding judge
would receive anonymous threatening telephone calls, but he could rightly
reckon with the sympathy of the audience filling the rows of seats in the major
Concert Hall of the Music Academy of Budapest which functioned as a makeshift courtroom. He believed that the audience would not unfavourably receive
his references to Hungary's successes in recovering certain Hungarian-populated
territories which had been detached from her under the Trianon Peace Treaty
following World War I, and that the audience would look upon him as a gallant
Hungarian champion of the idea of territorial revision.
Indeed, there were many among the audience who tended to feel and
think in this manner, because the audience was composed, to a considerable
extent, of the members of the middle class, and also of intellectuals who wanted
to absorb the historical atmosphere of the trial. However, there were also many
who did not and could not feel at home with the Hungarian society of a period
hallmarked by Miklos Horthy's name: those to whom fatherland had allotted —
instead of goods — nothing but hard work, or even a great deal of hardship and
privation if unemployed. And there were also those in the audience who
originally had lived the good life, but whose circumstances had increasingly been
made difficult by the regime's anti-Semitic legislation, and who in the end hardly
managed to save their lives.1

* *

*

The Bardossy-trial as a process had several extraordinary features. It was
extraordinary that justice was not administered by the regular judiciary, but by
the so-called People's Tribunal, a body newly created by four prime ministerial
decrees, which was later enacted by Parliament as Act VII of 1945. Another
unusual feature of the trial, which opened on October 29 1945, was that it was
for the first time since the People's Tribunal had been instituted that a widely
known personality was brought to trial. It was extraordinary indeed because this
person was the one-time prime minister of the country and in this capacity he
ought to have been judged by a parliamentary jury especially set up for this
purpose in pursuance of several laws — and mainly under Act III of 1848 —
which were still in force at the time. On this account, throughout the trial,
Bardossy contested the competence of the People's Tribunal in his case. True, in
the armistice agreement, signed in Moscow on 20 January 1945, enacted somewhat later and included in the National Body of Laws as Act V of 1945,
Hungary undertook "to assist in arresting the persons accused of war crimes, in
extraditing them to the governments concerned and in condemning [them]."2 It
logically followed that a newly created judiciary should pass sentence on such
war criminals. Thus it was also quite natural that those responsible for such
crimes should be sought primarily among persons who had held the highest

public offices during the war. Yet to those with a sense of justice, to those
steeped in constitutional law, i.e. to the generation grown up in the spirit of the
traditional Hungarian legal system, this procedure seemed to be unacceptable. In
this context, it will suffice to refer to the conduct of Vince Nagy, minister of
home affairs at the time of the bourgeois democratic revolution of 1918, who —
out of similar considerations — refused to act as public prosecutor in this trial,
though he naturally insisted on proceedings being brought against Bardossy.
Instead, he accepted the political prosecutor's role in the trial of Arrow-Cross
leader Ferenc Szalasi.3
The circumstances themselves were extraordinary too. The courtroom
was unheated, and the audience watched the events all wrapped in winter coats.
Even the members of the tribunal had their hat on (except when they were
photographed so that posteriority might see their uncovered heads). Although
the guns had been silent for several months, the signs of destruction of the past
months were clearly evident. The country and its capital lay in ruins and the
wreckage of the bridges that used to link Buda and Pest slowed the flow of the
Danube River. The everyday life of the population could only slowly get back
to normal. Feeding and clothing the population, providing people with work,
were all towering as virtually insurmountable difficulties. Still more serious than
the losses of material life were the several wounds inflicted on the lives and
souls of people. There was hardly any family that was not mourning someone,
or searched desperately for a missing father, mother, wife or child. Grief gave
rise to passions, and the throbbing mental pains prompted people to look for the
underlying causes of the tragedies that befell them, and also for those who were
responsible for these.
There was Laszlo Bardossy sitting in the courtroom, first in the Music
Academy, then (in late-December, 1945) in the hall of the appellant court, in one
of the few undamaged parts of the Parliament Building. From time to time
passions flared up around him and not without reason as it was clear even to the
less informed people that it had been during Bardossy's prime ministry that
Hungary got involved in World War II. The Hungarian Army had crossed the
country's southern borders in April 1941 to participate in the occupation of
Yugoslavia. Two months later Hungarian troops penetrated into the territory of
the country's giant neighbour, the Soviet Union. Moreover, in December 1941,
Hungary followed the example of Nazi Germany and declared war on the United
States.
It is always the business of a court of justice to put the facts onto the
scales of justice and to weigh the pros and cons soberly and objectively. Under
such unusual external pressures as existed in this particular trial, however, the
court was unable to be free of emotions. The People's Tribunal viewed Bardossy, and let him be seen, as an "evil" person who had committed such
monstrous crimes as "were unprecedented in the whole history of the world."4
On the other hand, Bardossy's pleading was strengthened not only by his
superior intelligence, wide knowledge, and by his ability to formulate his

sentences in a brilliant, almost literary style — or by his abilities as a debater
who did not refrain from some sophistry — but also by his argumentation built
on emphasizing the necessity of revising Hungary's post-Trianon borders. This
line of argument inflamed sentiments which remained unanswered because the
court — under the country's international situation at the time — was not in the
position to pay regard whatsoever to national feelings and sensitivity. Namely,
at the end of World War II, Hungary had to accept a peace treaty, the territorial
provisions of which were even more disadvantageous than those of the Trianon
Peace Treaty, whose terms had appeared quite inconceivable to Hungarians at
the time they were proclaimed. At the same time, Bardossy built his defence on
the undoubtedly advantageous territorial consequences of the First and Second
Vienna Awards and of the subsequent Hungarian actions in Sub-Carpathia and in
the South-Hungary (also known as Bacska or Voivodina).5
It was in this connection that the proceedings would often become heated
on the pattern of Sophoclean dramas. At a certain moment of the proceedings,
for example, the presiding judge got carried away to such an extent that he told
Bardossy to shut up, had him shackled and led out of the court-room. The
provocation for this deed was an unfavourable remark by Bardossy about Endre
Bajcsy-Zsilinszky — who had been so infamously executed by the Arrow-Cross
regime hardly a year earlier.6
Still in 1945, based on serialised reports of the Hungarian National
Reporter and the Hungarian Telegraphic Agency, the proceedings of the Bardossy trial were published in a thin volume,7 in the same way as those of the
other major war criminals. The value of this brochure as a historical record is
not really significant, because this thin publication could not represent the main
lines of the trial in their due proportions. However the little volume succeeded
in stressing those elements of the proceedings which made it possible to place
Bardossy in the most unfavourable light. At the same time other components of
the trial were either missing or were only very faintly represented on its pages.
Nevertheless, since over the decades even historians virtually lacked access to
the proceedings of the trial — which, or more precisely fragments of which,
have been kept in the Archives of the Ministry of Internal Affairs — the
brochure has come to mean much to historians interested in this subject. A
similarly small volume, entitled A nemzet vedelmeben (In defence of the nation),8
was published in Switzerland in 1976, containing nothing but two highly
elaborate speeches of Laszlo Bardossy. Namely, those which he had delivered
as his last pleas before the courts of first and second instance, respectively. So
one extreme was followed three decades later — and on foreign soil — by
another, representing opposing points of view.
One-sided views, however, are never suited to give a true picture of the
past. As early as 1945, it was envisaged that the proceedings of the trials
conducted by People's Tribunals in the case of each major war-criminal should
be published in full, as textbooks to help educators to shape the historical
consciousness of future generations. As it clearly appears from proceedings of

the Bardossy-trial — first of all from the reasons adduced to the sentence of the
court of first instance — the real objective of the trial was not only to condemn
Laszlo Bardossy, the former Royal Hungarian Prime Minister, but to put the
entire political system of the post-World War I Hungary on the pillory.
Therefore it seems to be justifiable on several counts that the contemporary reader — and anyone who wants to be well-informed of the stormy history
of Hungary in the 20th century — should take a volume in his hand, which is
not a tendentious selection but contains each important still existing page of the
Bardossy trial's proceedings. 9
The trial scrutinized not only Bardossy's activity as Prime Minister and
his conduct in later years, but it also offered an all-inclusive picture of Hungarian society after 1918-1919. At the same time — as is so often the case — it
also cast light upon the way of thinking and attitudes of those passing judgement
on Bardossy in 1945. Thus, half a century later, a historian can simultaneously
weigh two things, namely the message of the proceedings concerning Bardossy
and the Horthy-era in general, and the extent to which the facts revealed — and
the view of history formed during the trial — could survive in later historical
works on this subject. This weighing can be sober and circumspect only if the
investigator will not yield to the great temptation of projecting the immense
socio-political changes of today on his subject, which is multi-layered anyway.
It is the main task of a historian to reconstruct the events of the past to the best
of his knowledge. Therefore, in order to complete the record conveyed by the
published documents, these questions should be addressed briefly.

* * *

Laszlo Bardossy was born on December 10, 1890, in the city of Szombathely,
into a gentry family whose members had traditionally served in the state administration. His father, Jeno Bardossy, was a ministerial counsellor. His mother's
maiden name was Gizella Zarka de Felsoor. He attended secondary schools in
Eperjes (now in Slovakia) and in Budapest. He studied law at universities in
Budapest, Berlin and Paris, partly to enrich his knowledge of foreign languages
— which included English as well — and to widen his intellectual horizons. He
soon rose above the intellectual level of his classmates. The real underpinning
of his early successes was, above all, his mental alertness. There is a story
about him to the effect that at the time of examinations his fellow-students
passed the news: "Laci Bardossy is to sit for examination, let's go to listen to
him!" He was characterized, for the most part, by idealism, high ethical standards, receptivity to and demand for beautiful forms, and a keen interest in
aesthetic qualities. So it was not by chance that, having graduated from the
university in 1913, he could start his career as an employee of the Ministry of
Culture. His activity in the ministry provided him a good opportunity to get

acquainted with the contemporary Hungarian state administration, with its
working methods, and its mentality.
Like most of his colleagues, Bardossy could only slowly advance in rank.
First he was junior clerk, and he was still a ministerial assistant secretary as late
as 1918. Hungarian history had already reached the years of the counter-revolutionary period,10 when he was appointed ministerial secretary in 1921, which was
still rather a low civil service grade and pay category. Though in the meanwhile
he also had a more pleasant and meaningful work, as he was acting for some
time as the school-inspector of Pest County.
The only positive development of those years was Hungary's attainment
of independence — though only so far as this independence could be to the
advantage of a territorially mutilated and internationally isolated country, faced
by the need for social progress of which had come to a halt. The country's new
situation required the establishment of an independent Hungarian ministry of
foreign affairs. In fact, this work had already been started at the time of the
bourgeois democratic revolution in autumn 1918, but due to the tremendous
political upheavals of the time, the bulk of the work remained unfinished. In
the early 1920s, the work was resumed, especially in establishing Hungary's
diplomatic service. As a possibility, the new foreign ministry could choose to
take over the officials with Hungarian citizenship who had been active in the
formerly common Austro-Hungarian foreign service. There were so many of
these that they could have easily filled all the diplomatic posts needed by a small
country such as Hungary. But the contemporary Hungarian public opinion
mistrusted those officials who were imbued with the spirit of the Ballhausplatz.
Accordingly, this professionally quite natural solution, was not accepted.
Instead, the high officials of the new ministry chose to select and employ highly
qualified persons — with a wide knowledge foreign languages — from the
existing Hungarian public administration. Bardossy belonged to this group. The
fact that Bardossy got to the Dfsz Square — the place where Hungary's Foreign
Ministry was located in the interwar period — was also helped by the fact that
he had participated in the preparatory work for the peace treaty.
He assumed his post with the Ministry on February 18, 1922. He was
assigned to the press department to be its deputy head. In 1926 he was promoted counsellor to the departmental head, and not much later he was appointed
head of the press department. In 1930, he became counsellor to the Hungarian
Envoy in London, i.e. he became the first among the subordinate officials of the
Legation. He was to act for the envoy in case of his illness or absence.
It was anything but a cheering task to participate in the guidance of
Hungarian press policy at the time. The country's international prestige was at
its lowest, and the well-known circumstances under which the counter-revolution
had come to power, were enough in themselves to give rise to great international
aversion to Hungary, which was still further enhanced by the anti-Hungarian
propaganda campaigns that were conducted by Hungary's enemies at the time.
Efforts to counteract the effects of all this met with two major difficulties. The

first was that Hungarian propagandists of the times ignored the fact that support
for the cause of Hungarian revision could not be won solely by an endless
complaining about Hungary's injuries. During the whole period, Hungarian
officialdom was unable to understand the real causes of historical Hungary's
collapse, and not until the thirties was the impossibility of the re-establishment
of historical Hungary realized — and even then only by a rather narrow circle.
The other reason for Hungary's inability to counter hostile propaganda was the
shortage of funds. Funds available for propaganda by Hungary represented only
a fragment of what was spent by the Little Entente countries for similar purposes.
In these years, the formerly idealistic young Bardossy increasingly turned
into a cynical and disillusioned man. This behavioral pattern was not peculiar to
him. A lot of cynicism may always be found among those in power, and adding
to this was also the Hungarian reality of the twenties. Bardossy's psyche was
even more distorted by his weak physical condition. His permanent nervous
tension made his stomach so sick that he had to undergo a serious operation in
which half of his stomach had to be removed. His faculty of quick perception
could but hardly tolerate the much slower grasp of his colleagues and subordinates, his constitution could not suffer any vagueness, not even the necessary
circumspection or careful consideration of matters. Over-confident in his quick
perception, Bardossy not infrequently made over-hasty — and hence often wrong
— decisions In addition, his scathing remarks rarely failed to give offence to
others. Exceptionally clever and intelligent though he was, Bardossy failed to
grow in prudence and sagacity. It seems necessary to dwell upon this topic,
mainly because these personal traits were to play a significant role in developing
all what was negative in his actions as Prime Minister.
Bardossy had served until the summer of 1936 in London, when he was
moved to Bucharest, now in the capacity of envoy. Later he rose to the foreign
minister's post which he occupied in February 1941 after the unexpected death of
the Count Istvan Csaky. It is worthwhile noting, however, that the idea of his
being appointed minister had already been brought up when Kalman Kanya had
to be replaced in late 1938. At that time, however, Bardossy had refused the
offer of promotion for fear that Csaky, a very ambitious man, would not tolerate
being ignored and would try to sully Bardossy's reputation. It was rumoured that
at the time the two had frankly discussed this delicate situation."
As regards his view of Hungarian society, Bardossy agreed with those
who maintained the necessity of reforming and modernizing the country's social
system.
He thought modernization could be achieved through right-wing
radicalism, suggesting that his views resembled those of Gyula Gombos (Incidentally, he had a family connection to Gombos: he had married a divorced
woman who happened to be a sister of Gombos's second wife.) Furthermore,
when he was appointed Prime Minister after Count Pal Teleki's suicide on 3
April 1941, Bardossy — in an address to Parliament — spoke highly of
Gombos's genius and of his political objectives. What he had had in mind,

however, was probably a greater degree of social justice, a moderate land
reform, the modernization of public administration, the promotion of public
health, and a more advanced social policy.12 Unlike Gombos, who was forced
from power because he had aimed at the elimination of parliamentarism,
Bardossy did not take steps to limit further Parliament's authority, although his
predecessor, the renowned Count Teleki — in an environment imbued by the
spirit of the Nazi "New Europe" — felt it necessary to move from parliamentarism towards a corporative political system.
A phenomenon not rare among the members of Hungary's Christian
middle-class, anti-semitism was not alien to Bardossy either, though his attitude
towards Jews was basically influenced by the country's actual political constellation, both at home and abroad. Presumably, he shared Gombos's views in this
respect, and the differences between their actions arose as a result of the
different nature of the actual conditions existing at the time. In 1932 Gombos
reached a reconciliation with Hungary's Jewry, or at least with "the patriotic
element" thereof — as he put it. Consequently, no measure detrimental to the
Jews was taken while he was in office as Prime Minister. Bardossy, in contrast,
was responsible for the submission of the third anti-Jewish bill to Parliament and
its being approved as Act XV of 1941. This legislation banned marriage
between Jews and non-Jews, and declared sexual intercourse between such
persons as "criminal miscegenation."
It was also during Bardossy's prime ministership that some 18 thousand
Jews were killed in the vicinity of Kamenev-Podolsk, in occupied Russia, in late
August of 1941. Hidden in the background of this great tragedy was the
Hungarian government's idea — in fact, the plan — that Jews who lacked
Hungarian citizenship and those who had fled to Hungary from neighbouring
countries, should be "repatriated" to the place from where they had originally
come from, i.e. mostly to Galicia (in present-day Ukraine and Poland). The
attack on the Soviet Union provided a good opportunity for the implementation
of this plan. True, Hungary's political leaders — including Bardossy — had not
been fully aware of the fact that this deportation could end up in a massacre of
the Jews in question. When a Jew who had escaped the slaughter and made his
way to Budapest, told this terrible story to Ferenc Keresztes-Fischer, the Minister
of Internal Affairs at the time, the deportations were immediately stopped, and
Bardossy did not overrule this decision.11
Bardossy held his office as Prime Minister for slightly more than eleven
months. This time-span represents hardly more than a split second in the life of
a country. Yet, these short months brought changes which resulted in a great
tragedy for the nation.
Having taken office as Prime Minister, Bardossy's first days were already
burdened with immense tensions. The suicide Pal Teleki had committed just a
few hours earlier was a memento: Hungary shall not participate in alliance with
the Germans in the elimination of the South-Slav state. The "escape to death" of
the immediate past prime minister also demonstrated that not even Teleki had

the strength to keep his country from taking advantage of a good opportunity for
further territorial revisions. Bardossy was deliberately appointed to this post as
one capable of ensuring the smoothest possible execution of that process.
Initially, Regent Horthy had offered the post to Keresztes-Fischer, but he refused
it. The point that certainly weighted with Keresztes-Fischer in his decision was
that, while disapproving the whole action, he was not inclined to face the
consequences of opposing the wishes of Horthy and his military advisers.
Bardossy, however, thought otherwise. In fact, he changed the position he had
taken earlier in this matter. Namely, in late March and in early April, he had
shared Teleki's view that Hungary should not unrestrainedly side with the
Germans, and both of them sought to achieve what was virtually impossible: the
Hungarian involvement in the war should not go beyond the point where it might
come into conflict with the Anglo-Saxon Powers. Although the conditions
formulated at the session of the Supreme Council of Defence, held on April 1
1941, formally made Hungary's participation possible in this fashion, but the
wide gap created by these conflicting endeavours was unbridgeable even by the
most brilliant of formal solutions.
The People's Tribunal found Bardossy guilty mainly on four counts. One
of them concerned the occupation, or rather, recapture of historic South-Hungary.
It should be noted — as opposed to the prosecution's main argument at the trial
— that the purported disagreement between the approach to this issue of
Bardossy and Teleki — at least until Teleki's suicide — was a contrived one. It
is in fact, not accurate to state that Bardossy hastily, irresponsibly and arbitrarily
acted in this matter. As regards its final outcome, the action in South-Hungary
undoubtedly had a negative effect on the country. Bardossy's personal responsibility extended only so far, but no farther, as he had executed what the then
official Hungary wanted. It must be clearly seen that Great Britain — while
having threatened Hungary with the negative consequences of siding with the
Germans — failed to do anything to shield the country from German pressure.
Hitler may well have been able to solve the Yugoslav question without any
Hungarian co-operation as German troops could have advanced easily into
Yugoslavia through one-time Austria. Hungary's military cooperation in itself
was not indispensable at all for Berlin. However, it must also be taken into
consideration that German actions against Yugoslavia and Greece should not be
separated from the Fall Barbarossa, i.e. the planned attack on the Soviet Union.
The campaign against the Balkan states was also planned to be a lightning war
(.Blitzkrieg) to promote the successful execution of the Barbarossa Plan. Thus
the Germans were interested to develop the widest possible front — preferably
on open terrain so that they might solve all the tasks of this campaign "in one
blow." Hungarian support was also indispensable from the point of view of
politics. Germans were keen to demonstrate that it was not their own interests
that counted, but that the campaign was aimed to remedy the unjust decisions of
the Versailles peace treaties by creating a new Europe where the Croats would
regain their independence from the Serbs, and half a million Hungarians would

also be liberated from the assimilationist policies of the multinational Yugoslav
Kingdom.
It is hardly realistic to assume that the general public of Hungary,
strongly nationalist as it was at the time, would have tolerated inaction by its
government, namely, that it would let half a million of Hungarians be subjected
to German rule after Serb dominance, when there was a possibility of regaining
them for the fatherland. In contemporary Hungary, no one believed that the
recovering of Northern Hungary, Sub-Carpathia, Northern Transylvania, and
South-Hungary actually meant a territorial expansion of the country. As the poet
Mihaly Babits said: "Do not say that the fatherland is expanding — The
fatherland, the fatherland has always been the same."14
Bardossy abode by the Teleki-created formula — the very essence of
which was that Hungary would not deploy its troops before the collapse of the
South-Slav state — to such an extent that he was not inclined to let the Hungarian Army go over to the offensive in spite of repeated German requests to this
effect.
The Bardossy-trial placed a great deal of emphasis on the Soviet warning
against any involvement by Hungary in Hitler's Yugoslav campaign. True,
Hungary had been warned by the Soviets, and it was also a fact that the Soviet
Union had concluded a friendship and non-aggression pact with Yugoslavia just
one day before the start of the German attack. However, a much more important
aspect than that is that — in the discussed period — the Soviet-German relations
were regulated by a mutual non-aggression pact concluded on 23 August 1939.
In the spirit of this pact, then, the Stalinist Soviet Union had its Embassy in
Belgrade closed barely one month after the German attack on Yugoslavia. 15
Relying on all these facts and looking at the events from the perspective
of almost half a century, the historian cannot but conclude that, though the
occupation of the historical South-Hungary in the end spelt disaster for the
country, the circumstances surrounding the year 1941 hardly offered a better
outcome for Hungary than that.
Quite different is the situation with the other main count of the indictment against Bardossy, the one that concerned Hungary's attack on the Soviet
Union.
The fact is that the events of April, 1941, did not enhance the country's
capacity for manoeuvring. The re-occupation of South Hungary hitched the
Hungarian wagon even more tightly to the German train. Great Britain continued to refrain from an open declaration of war against Hungary for the time
being, restricting itself to breaking off diplomatic relations with Budapest.
Furthermore, the occupation of much of the Balkans further strengthened
Germany's position throughout Europe. Not surprisingly, Hungary's pro-Nazi
Arrow-Cross Party gained further ground in domestic politics, and Arrow-Cross
politicians with a not insignificant lung-power began demanding that Hungary
show an unambiguously positive attitude towards the Germans and take sides
with them openly. Though the military leadership was not so vocal, yet behind

the scenes it kept pushing the government in the same direction. As soon as
reports on Hitler's plan to break the 1939 pact with the Soviets began arriving,
Henrik Werth, the Chief of the General Staff, and some other generals of similar
mentality, tried to force the government to join forces with the Germans in their
planned military campaign against the Soviet Union. Strong pressure of the
same kind was exerted on the Hungarian leadership by Dome Sztojay who, as
Hungarian ambassador to Berlin, was occupying a key position in Hungary's
hierarchy, and of whom it could not be known whether he represented Budapest
in Berlin, or Berlin in Budapest. 16
When the Wehrmacht, without any declaration of war, launched its
assault on the surprised Red Army on 22 June 1941, Romania and Italy also
declared war on the Soviet Union. What the Hungarian government did at this
point was only to break off diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union. Hitler
— in contrast with the attitude he had shown at the time of his offensive against
Yugoslavia, when he had explicitly invited Horthy to participate in that campaign - now only requested that the Hungary's eastern borders be reinforced.
This indicates that the Hungarian participation in this case was by far less
important for Hitler than had been the case in the attack against the South-Slav
state. Of course, it does not follow that he did not consider Hungarian participation to be important, he "only" wanted to avoid having to pay any price for it.
He could undoubtedly reckon with Hungary's entry into the war before long; in
the meantime, the lack of Hungarian military participation would not disturb his
relations with Romanian Premier Marshal Antonescu and Slovak President Tiso.
The German Army advanced deep into the Soviet territory at an amazingly rapid rate. At the June 23 session of the ministerial council, Karoly
Bartha, Minister of Defence, expressed his "expert opinion," namely that the
German army would overpower the Soviet Union in less than six weeks.
Though, at the 1945 trial, Bartha's above-mentioned statement provoked a roar of
laughter among the audience, it still remains a fact that this belief had been
shared by the whole Hungarian military leadership at the time, and the same
view had been held by many — either with fear or with hope — throughout
Europe.
On June 26, Finland also entered into war on the side of the Germans.
("Independent" Slovakia and Croatia had already taken similar steps somewhat
earlier.) Hungary was the only state among Germany's allies that had not got
involved in the war — except for Bulgaria, whose participation was seen as
impossible and had not been reckoned with by the Germans from the outset.
And it was precisely on the following day that the Kassa air-raid took place —
an event whose circumstances have never been clarified — which gave Bardossy
the final push to decide in favour of entering into the war.
At the time of the re-occupation of South-Hungary, the Yugoslav airforce had inflicted much heavier air-strikes on some southern cities of Hungary,
but all that could not divert Bardossy from his resolution to start actions only
after the independence of Croatia had been declared. Now, however, a much

poorer pretext was enough for him to make his fatal decision. 17 Why? Certainly
because the bombs released over Kassa gave only the final thrust to taking a step
the preconditions of which had already been ripening ever since the birth of the
"counter-revolutionary" system in 1919. Thus it is understandable that Molotov's
so often cited message — i.e. a cipher telegram dispatched by Jozsef Kristoffy,
Hungarian envoy to Moscow, and the related question of whether Bardossy had
made it known to the ministerial council and the head of the state — is not of so
great importance as was attached to it by the tribunal, by the reasons adduced in
the judgement, and later by historiography itself. What was really important at
the moment for the Hungarian policy-makers was not so much the Soviet
message as the seemingly victorious rush with which the German forces were
advancing towards Moscow. On the other hand, there was marching the entire
reorganized Little Entente now under the aegis of the Germans, as Endre
Bajcsy-Zsilinszky so vividly depicted it in his letter of 19 January 1942 to
Bardossy. 18 What was really of decisive importance was that the foreign policy
horizon of the whole Hungarian ruling elite was unable to fathom the situation's
all-European dimensions, let alone world dimensions. It was also of great
significance that the elite could not grasp at all the decisive importance of the
potential might of the forces opposed to fascism, that is it could not comprehend
the fact that the Soviet Union had found firm allies in the western democracies
in this struggle for global domination.
It was often brought up during the trial that Hungary had declared war on
the Soviet Union, and later this interpretation became so deeply rooted in
Hungarian historiography that even the historical chronology, published in
several editions by the Institute of History of Hungarian Academy of Sciences
during the eighties, contained the entry "declaration of war." In reality, however,
Hungary had never declared war on the Soviet Union. Bardossy had much more
sense than to commit such a blunder.
Besides, this approach includes something paradoxical. In case of the
German attack the — justifiable — accusation was that it had been launched
without any prior notice, i.e., without a formal declaration of war. In the case of
the Hungarian attack, which was preceded by a formal notice, i.e. a statement
about the "existence bf a state of hostilities," always the term "declaration of
war" is used.
Furthermore, during the trial it was often mentioned that Bardossy had
ncted contrary to the constitution. In this instance too, the reality is that, while
Lite political leadership had not completely adhered to certain prescriptions and
provisions, it was not justifiable to state that Bardossy had explicitly violated the
"constitution" as it virtually had not existed. Act XVII of 1920, empowered the
Regent of Hungary to order "the deployment of the army outside the borders of
the country, provided all Hungarian ministries assume full responsibility and the
Parliament's subsequent approval would be applied for immediately" and it
would be obtained. Since, at its session of June 26, the ministerial council
certainly voted for the country's entering into the war and as it was Horthy rather

than Bardossy who actually made that decision, the only "violation of the
constitution" Bardossy committed was the fact that he applied to the Parliament
for the subsequent approval of these actions rather late, i.e. only on July 24. The
weight of this negligence (as a charge against Bardossy) can be measured
correctly only if we add to this the fact that the approval by the Parliament came
as late as 23 October 1941. Not that Parliament had been pondering the issue
for several months, its delay might be ascribed much more to the fact that it
considered the practising of its mandate so much just a formality and so insignificant that it simply did not care for putting the issue on the agenda earlier than
that. All this clearly shows that the country's entry into the war was not the
over-hasty and ill-considered act of one single man, but the decision of the entire
"official Hungary."
With these appropriate qualifications made, we can return to the question
of Bardossy's personal accountability. His tremendous personal responsibility for
the ensuing tragedy lies in the simple fact that he entangled his country in a war
in which Hungary had no interest. It is beyond doubt that avoiding involvement
in the war would have required immense efforts. It would have required acts of
extraordinary statesmanship. Under ordinary circumstances, highly educated and
diligent government officials may often exercise a fairly good leadership over a
country. But pity a country in the midst of a world crisis that lacks outstanding
statesmen! Horthy had gradually grown into a widely popular personality, in fact,
he had overcome the challenges that came his way during the 'twenties and
'thirties, mainly because he received wise advice, especially from Prime Ministers Istvan Bethlen and Pal Teleki. He was never able, however, to rise to the
level of a great statesman, even though he was inclined to believe so after
having been flattered endlessly by members of his entourage. Bardossy was an
intelligent man and it must have been clear to him that he was constitutionally
unable to act as an outstanding statesmen. We do believe that he had no ulterior
motives and that he was speaking quite frankly, when — during the trial — he
declared to have been nothing but a government official. 19 And, of course, it
was beyond the power of a government official to turn the decision of 26 June
1941 in a proper channel — largely because in this case he would have had to
surpass himself.
In this context, it would be important to know exactly everything that
was said at the June 26 session of the ministerial council, and so to clarify who
among those present — and to what extent — tried to avert the country's entry
into the war. The minutes of the session were signed by Bardossy and suggest
that only Ferenc Keresztes-Fischer spoke up against the war. However, according to a subsequent statement by Istvan Barczihazi Barczy, who had kept the
minutes, the record had been falsified. According to another version of the
minutes — which were actually prepared by Barczy much later, as late as 1945
or perhaps even later — the number of those voting against the war was higher.
The documents of the trial cast serious doubt on the trustworthiness of Barcy's
statements.
While Bardossy's version certainly tended to soften, Barczy's

statement intensified the voice of those opposing war. It is difficult, if not
impossible to know which of the two versions approach reality.20 Never-the-less,
one thing can be taken for granted: even if Barczy's version happens to reflect
reality, it does not suggest that the ministerial council as a whole favoured
neutrality in the war and, even if it had, it would have been very difficult to put
such a conviction into effect.
All things considered, we still have to maintain that the country's prime
minister should not have taken steps to embroil the country in war: the prime
minister as a statesman ought to have realized that the ongoing war was a
world-wide struggle from which Germany would never emerge victorious. Nor
was it a decisive argument that the ruling layers of Hungarian society had long
cherished the hope of attaining a possible peace-agreement in case the Germans
were likely to lose the war against the Soviets. As a statesman, Bardossy ought
to have known that the war was a total one. Though Bardossy could easily
reject the judgement against him — which based some of its arguments on the
Atlantic Charter, a document that had been drafted after his "crime" had been
committed. But it was a serious error on his part that in 1941 he never confided
— for reasons quite unknown, perhaps out of personal animosity — in the words
of his envoy to London, Gyorgy Barcza. Under the circumstances it is understandable that during the trial Bardossy made every effort to discredit Barcza and
question his expertise. But it is not so easy to understand why in 1941 he had
failed to meditate over the reports Barcza had sent him. Probably he had failed
to realize that Great Britain in 1941 was no longer the same isolationist country
that he had come to know during his diplomatic service there between 1930 and
1936. In this new Great Britain, those appeasers who had sought to come to
terms with Berlin in order that the fascist aggression might be turned against the
Soviet Union, have long been discredited. This was the Great Britain of
Churchill who in those days promised his people nothing but blood and tears,
but, for the future, he held out the prospect of victory.
Although Teleki's conception of an "armed neutrality" met with failure
when Hungary joined the German aggression against Yugoslavia, even at this
point in time the country's involvement in the war was still not inevitable. There
was still time to consider things over and over again, which Bardossy did. He
held the view that the Germans' demands should be met as soon as possible, so
that — by a punctual fulfilment of their minimum demands — the fulfilment of
their maximum demands might be warded off. History, however, refuted this
manner of political thinking, because it was precisely this readiness to comply
with the first German requests that enabled them to squeeze the maximum out of
the country. The number of casualties was not possible to be reduced by this
political line. What actually happened was just the opposite: compared to the
size of the country's population, the number of Hungarian casualties ranked
highest in the region; much higher than, for example, in the case of the CzechMoravian Protectorate.

Bardossy very self-consciously refuted the accusation that he had conducted a class policy. He very emphatically stressed his being a true Hungarian,
emphasizing that both himself and his acts were always governed by the true
interest of the Hungarian nation. But in the same way as the national unity,
which he had a special penchant to refer to, had never existed, he had never
been able to separate the national interest from class interests, i.e., from the
interests of the given political establishment. This also means that promoting the
real national interests always came up against serious obstacles, to such an extent
that class viewpoints would finally always overpower the specific national
interests. Thus it happened what Peter Gosztonyi, a well-known Hungarian-born
historian working in Berne, described in the following words: "There have been
but a few wars in which a country was so carelessly involved as Hungary was
rushed into danger by its leaders in June 1941."2I
The third main group of charges made by the People's Tribunal against
Bardossy centred around Hungary's entering into war — or as it was formulated:
"declared war on" — with Great Britain and the United States. In this instance,
the situation was very much the same as with the accusation of attacking the
Soviet Union. Namely, while the country's room for manoeuvring had continued
narrowing down, yet Bardossy's responsibility was clearly evident.
That the country's room for manoeuvring had become restricted more
than before was shown by the fact that while in the Soviet case official Germany
had wrapped itself in silence, now it exerted an explicit pressure on Hungary to
declare the state of war. Despite all this, at this point a statesman-prime minister
ought to have put up resistance to the German pressure, or thwarted it by
cleverly using his diplomatic skills. By that time it had become quite clear that
any further widening of the war would doom the Third Reich to defeat.
Consequently, the fatal nature of Hungary's close alliance with Germany should
have also become clear — at least in the eyes of a politician who was able to
see the future amidst the clamour of everyday propaganda. Bardossy, however,
instead of resisting the German-Italian demands, used his diplomatic inventiveness and skills to have a formula accepted by the ministerial council on 11
December 1941, which could be "further developed" at any given time, that is,
which enabled him to break off diplomatic relations and to "further develop" this
— without consulting the ministerial council anew — all the way to announcing
the "onset" of a state of war. (Bardossy's conduct could be seen as diplomatic
only so far as he restricted himself to merely establishing, instead of declaring,
the state of war. By this he wanted to express that this was not to mean an
arbitrary Hungarian step, and it meant not more than Hungary had taken notice
of the recent changes in the international situation and had drawn the consequences, involuntarily though.)
In addition to what has been discussed above, two more components of
Bardossy's motives should be taken into consideration. The first is a deep-seated
resentment psychosis that strongly influenced him and his acts at both the
national and the personal levels. At the national level: why should he have

avoided war with Great Britain, when Great Britain had acted so unjustly against
Hungary. In his opinion, which he expressed both to the American Envoy in
Budapest and then to Parliament, "Great Britain want[ed] to give assistance to
the Soviets by terrorizing and... even sacrificing Hungary." 22 Bardossy's fundamental position, then, was that it was Great Britain that had done serious
injustices to Hungary, first when it had actively participated in the dismemberment of Hungary, and second, when it had given support to the Bolshevik Soviet
Union by sacrificing Hungary instead of appreciating the country's eminent role
in the anti-Bolshevik struggle. It was in this manner that the ex-prime minister
explained away the fact that Britain, following the logic of a joint anti-fascist
struggle against Germany, failed to spare Hungary, a country which — being at
war with the Soviet Union — was causing damage to this anti-fascist coalition.
On the personal level: Bardossy's resentment against the British had fed
on the fact that during his service in London, his wife — who had been a
divorced woman — was not acceptable in the highest circles of English society,
a circumstance that deeply offended Bardossy's gentlemanly pride.
The other component of Bardossy's motives was his singular belief in the
power of "destiny." In the life of the Bardossy couple many human tragedies
had taken place which had greatly affected them and which had produced an
almost magical effect on their weak nerves. These human tragedies included the
untimely and extremely painful death of Mrs. Bardossy's sister, who — as has
been mentioned — was Prime Minister Gombos's wife. Gombos had also
suddenly died a few years later at the age of 50. Bardossy's old colleague and
immediate predecessor as foreign minister, the Count Istvan Csaky fell victim, at
age 47, to an incurable disease. Gombos's successor as Prime Minister, Kalman
Daranyi, died of an acquired disease at 53. When Bardossy became heir to the
Sandor Palace,23 he could not but help seeing before his inner eye the shades of
Teleki's tragic last night. It was probably due to this fact that Bardossy and his
wife, as if under a spell, were reluctant to move into the palace, on the walls of
which there hung the portraits of several figures of Hungarian history who had
met tragic deaths. It was not until malicious gossip in the capital city — namely
that the new premier would not last long in his office -— had come to the ears of
the Bardossys that they decided to move in, presumably with heavy hearts.24
The fourth main group of accusations against Bardossy concerned the
years following his activities as prime minister. In 1943 he had undertaken to
act as the president of United Christian National League and in 1944 he was
elected to Parliament as the representative of Szombathely, his native town. He
delivered speeches arguing for the continuation of war, worked to promote the
close collaboration of the extreme rightist parties, participated in the National
Alliance which aimed to block any attempts to withdraw Hungary from the war.
All this gave rise to displeasure and incredulity even among those who until then
had sympathised with Bardossy or at least received his actions with understanding. It was at this time that Bardossy published the book: Magyar politika a
mohacsi vesz utan (Hungarian Politics after the Mohacs Defeat).2<i While

working on his book, he had consulted eminent Hungarian historians; Bardossy,
however, was not led by a strong desire to contribute to the advance of historiography. For him the historical material was to help him in justifying his
actions. He projected his own person on the figure of the Cardinal Frater
Gyorgy,26 whose unsuccessful political line seemed to him to be a good excuse
for the failure of his prime ministry and a good argument for his exoneration.
Bardossy had involved the country in the war against the Soviets, and
then accepted the state of war with Great Britain and the United States, in order
that he might ward off the country's occupation by the Germans, potentially the
greatest evil — as he believed it. In this belief he could write with deep insight
about Frater Gyorgy: "...the thought underlying his policy was to keep the
conflicting parties out of the country rather than to provide opportunities sometimes to one other times to the other... to exert influence and to play a role in the
nation's life..."27
With the progress of World War II, people in increasing number began
suggesting that Hungary had taken sides with the weaker party in this struggle.
"Only the simpletons may delude themselves," Bardossy retorted, "with the
short-sighted s wisdom' that what has to be done is nothing but simply to take
sides with the stronger.... As if it could be foreseen who would turn out to be
the stronger, and as if a cowardly defection to the other side,... would not bring
about, sooner or later, a danger twice as great as the one they wanted to avoid."28
As the probability of an Axis defeat increased, efforts to explore the
internal implications of the expected defeat came to the fore. Bardossy tended to
regard the lack of national unity, rather than his own fatal steps, as the source of
danger: "What can an individual do, at whose efforts a fatigued generation is
looking indifferently and without any understanding, and who is surrounded by
mistrust, suspicion, in fact, by hatred, but whose soul is possessed by the
objective he once set himself, but who is no longer able to reckon with the
means and the circumstances... The petty-minded little men swaggering around
the giant have not understood, perhaps have not even seen the objective." 29
Having read Bardossy's book, Endre Bajcsy-Zsilinszky became extremely
agitated because in early 1942 he still considered Bardossy a statesman. In one
of his letters Bajcsy-Zsilinszky wrote: "This man, one of the main villains of the
thousand-year-history of Hungary," has the audacity not only to excuse himself
by showina^the events of the past in a false [light] but also to teach us a general
lesson of how a real politician, a great statesman, should behave."30
Supposedly, Endre Bajcsy-Zsilinszky was exaggerating here much in the
same way as he did in his letter of 19 January 1942, when he had written about
Bardossy in a very favourable manner. Basically, he was closer to the truth in
the former case, because Bardossy was really mistaken when he tried to explain
the motives of his actions through the example of Frater Gyorgy's policies.
Beyond all this — and admitting that some similarities can be found in the
situations after Mohacs and after the spring of 1941 — the analogy was
misleading because, while the sovereignty of the Hungarian Kingdom was

threatened by two great powers in the 16th century, the Soviets were not a real
threat in 1941 as compared to the very real threat posed by Germany. So it was
Bardossy who, with his move to embroil his country in the war, virtually invited
his and the country's tragedy. Gyorgy Martinuzzi's greatness as statesman
manifested itself in the fact that he sought to extract better conditions for the
Hungarians at a time when the country had been split into three parts. Bardossy,
in turn, strove to thwart the German threat and, with his basically mistaken
policy, he exposed the country to another danger. It is hardly appropriate to
bring up the point in his defence that the other countries of this region also
shared the same fate as Hungary after World War II. There is no reason for
entering into explanations of the type "what could have happened if...." It
should suffice to refer to the immense difference between being in the good
graces of three great powers and being at war with them. In the former case
Hungary could have got into the Soviet sphere of interest under more favourable
conditions, as a minimum.

*

*

*

As the front line drew nearer, Bardossy and his family left for his native
Szombathely in 1944, then in early 1945 — with the help of the Edmund
Veesenmayer, Hitler's plenipotentiary commissioner in Hungary — moved to
Bavaria to find refuge there. In late April 1945 when Nazi Germany was living
its last days, Bardossy called on Hans Frolich, the Swiss envoy to Germany, and
applied for an entry visa to Switzerland. The envoy considered Bardossy a
diplomat, a person who essentially had done his duty as required by his post, and
proposed that the visa to be granted. The Swiss Ministry of Foreign Affairs
seems to have agreed with Frolich. In a few days Bardossy crossed the border
of Switzerland and was placed in a camp set up for refugees.
This situation, however, hurt his gentlemanly pride. He believed that,
being in possession of a diplomatic passport, he and his family had the right to
move freely. With this belief — consciously or unconsciously, who knows —
he prepared his own demise. His case was brought before the Swiss minister of
justice who was not so tolerant as Frolich had been. Although before the final
decision on Bardossy's fate they asked for the opinion of the ex-envoy Jaeger,
who had served in Budapest, as well as of that of Janos Wettstein, Hungarian
ex-envoy to Berne — and neither of them was against Bardossy — the Swiss
government decided to expel Bardossy from Switzerland. Thus on May 4 he,
together with his family, was transferred to Germany, to a place where American
troops had already arrived. He was arrested and a few months later he was
transported in shackles, in the company of a group of other alleged war-criminals, to Hungary.

*

*

*

It appears from the trial as a whole, but particularly from the sentence passed by
the court, that there was a definite intention by the court to introduce a new view
of history. The death-sentence pronounced was passed not only on Bardossy
himself but also on all what had happened in Hungary during a quarter of
century between 1919 and 1944. This view was quite understandable at the
time, amidst the still smouldering ruins and hurting wounds. It is quite another
thing that this view remained essentially unchanged for several decades to come,
and a long time had passed before it was slowly replaced by the more reasonable
view of history. It was still considered appropriate as late as 1977 to echo the
verdict of that trial and to describe Bardossy as an utterly wicked criminal who
"involved Hungary in World War II by attacking Yugoslavia and declaring war
on two world powers, the Soviet Union and the United States,...."31
Historical analyses will certainly demonstrate that Marxist historical
works produced in the fifties and sixties were inspired by the spirit of People's
Tribunal trials which had condemned the major war criminals. Among the
reasons for this four deserve special mention. The first undoubtedly has much to
do with the fact that the trials were so near in time to the events of the war.
Secondly, producing a constraining effect on historiography was also the fact
that the regime in power after 1948, strove to legitimize its rule through controlling the writing of history. In its view, the more evils were said about the
political regime of the previous quarter of a century, the more "convincing"
became the arguments for the "advantages" of the new system. The third reason
is connected with the international obligation imposed on Hungary of treating the
question of Trianon as taboo. Finally, the fourth was the fact that the sourcematerials made available for use by historians was fragmented and/or tendentiously selected.
Today, half-a-century after the events, we have a historical perspective
that is adequate for judging the events of the Second World War. Politics, of
course, has its particular viewpoints even today, though often with an opposite
tendency, which historians are expected to take into consideration. However, a
historian who can ward off the fluctuations of everyday political life and does
not aim at benefiting from day-to-day changes in public opinion, can easily and
safely resist these pressures. True, the present-day Hungarian historiography is
still in debt for clarifying problems related to the so-called Trianon-complex, but
there are no longer obstacles in the way of a consistent work on this topic. In
fact, sometimes care must be taken lest the aspects of the Trianon-issue should
obscure other important factors. It was with this in mind that the material of the
Bardossy trial was published to help to clarify some of these problems.
In connection with the conduct of the Bardossy-trial, it seems sufficient
to establish that its verdict was not predetermined, even though the probability of
passing a very severe sentence had been very high right from the beginning.

Bardossy's wartime actions provided more than enough material for his just
condemnation without any special preconception.
Somewhat different is the situation with the actual sentence passed by the
court: first he had been sentenced to death by hanging, which was approved by
the National Council of People's Tribunals, and it was only on the day of the
execution that the Supreme National Council changed the sentence into death by
firing squad. The utter severity of the sentence gave rise to many disputes at the
time, which would be even more justifiable today. What makes the severity of
the sentence even more disputable is an international comparative investigation
of the post-war legal retaliations, from the findings of which it appears that, for
example in Austria — where a not insignificant portion of the population
participated in the Nazi oppression and persecution — not more than 32 persons
were executed for similar war crimes, while the corresponding figure for
Hungary was 189.32
At the same time the conduct of the trial was not perfect in several
respects. This is suggested by the fact that the editor of the material of the trial
had to add a good number of explanatory notes, had to rectify errors, correct
false interpretations, and revise careless citations and references. Not infrequently the editor had to rectify strongly biased, in fact, ill-willed misrepresentations or to call the reader's attention to the presiding judge's unacceptable
practice of sometimes referring to provisions of acts as source of law which had
long been repealed, etc.
Nevertheless, the People's Tribunal essentially did not violate the usual
norms of jurisdiction. This is proved by the fact that neither Bardossy, nor his
defence counsel appealed to the principle of "nullum crimen sine lege" (there is
no crime without law), in other words, a lawful sentence may only be passed on
a deed which had been already banned, or had been designated as a crime, at the
time it was actually committed. Bardossy, however, never admitted the competence of the People's Tribunal as a court, and his defence counsel at the trial of
second instance went as far as submitting a claim of mistrial against the trial of
first instance on the grounds that the presiding judge, Akos Major had not the
proper legal qualifications either as judge or as a lawyer, but the defence counsel
did not bring up the principle of "nullum crimen sine lege" against the whole
procedure. This obviously came from the logic which Bardossy so consistently
followed in connection with his acts. It was the principle of "rebus sic standibus," i.e. one must interpret, define and face things as they are under the given
circumstances. It was with reference to this principle that Bardossy tended to
justify his breaking the eternal friendship pact with Yugoslavia in 1941, as well
as his right to occupy the South-Hungarian region. Bardossy was also aware
that law used to cope with the changing situations, adjusting itself to the new
circumstances, and that obligations undertaken under international contracts
would necessarily make their effect felt in the internal legal system as well. In
the shadows of death — leaving behind the cynical traits of his attitude he had
assumed in his life, he also came to recognize and feel the seriousness of

sufferings caused by World War II — Bardossy worded his feelings thus: "I
admit that all the emotions and bitterness that had justifiably accumulated should
be vented. It should be made possible that the soul could feel some relief only
in order that the soul recovering from its sufferings might find its way back to
national unity. No sacrifice will be great enough to achieve this end." True, he
still added that the making of such sacrifices had "nothing to do with jurisdiction," 33 yet the basic idea underlying his statement was the recognition of the
justness of emotions and bitterness.
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